RAPTOR OS is a niche electronics start up specializing in business to business sales. We've been getting requests for linux hardware and networking hardware involving open source technologies and need someone to assist us in modifying inventory to client requirements.

There will be minimal training but this is a paid internship and an opportunity to put skills learned to use. Most importantly, work hours are project based and therefore flexible. Because there will be minimal training in regards to linux/networking, we are strictly limiting this position to current and recent graduates of the SMC's Computer Science & Information Systems Program (CSIS), particularly those with Linux & Network related education and/or experience. We are looking for a 6 month commitment with the possibility of extensions as this product line expansion evolves. In an age where global outsourcing is an ever increasing trend, RAPTOR OS strongly believe in local communities, thus we are only offering this job opportunity via SMC, less than 10 miles from our Inglewood office.

Please submit 1–2 page resumes to: RAPTORincome@gmail.com

Questions welcomed before applying, but please be short/specifict and allow time for a thought out response.

Lorenzo
310–7080104
RAPTORincome@gmail.com
"RAPTOR linux/network Systems Internship part-TIME"

MONTH POSTED: 12–2011

Job Description:
Pay $15–30/hour depending on experience/project
Project based so flexible work hours, but client deadlines MUST be met
Expect 20–40 hours/month.

This is NOT a job, but a PAID, part–time internship
Minimal client interaction

Core Tech Skills:
Linux OS experience with debian/ubuntu or redhat/fedora/centOS
    disk tools like GRUB & gParted
Linux Server/Laptop set up & configuration
    new/refurbished product only so not much repair
LAN system admin incl. VPN, PowerLine & wi–fi technologies
MAC OS X / Windows optimization & configuration
    particularly in the context of a Linux–based backbone
Documenting test plans of installation verification

Core Personal Skills:
As client requests can vary highly, critical job requirements are:
    ***research & problem–solving skills
    ***deadline management
clear communication skills via phone/e–mail
6 month+ commitment

Examples of what to look forward to:
LINUX / OPEN SOURCE: zareason.com; sugarcrm.com
VOIP: elastix.org ; freepbx.org
NETWORKING: dd–wrt.com